
Precision Ag for Pivots™

With the goal of increasing water use efficiency, improving crop yields, and 
maximizing profitability throughout the entire field, Variable Rate Irrigation 
(VRI) is the next milestone in precision farming.  Companies offering data 
management capabilities such as CropMetrics™, a Valley Irrigation partner, 
offer growers of any size data-driven, agronomic VRI management solutions.  
Utilizing the latest precision ag technology with VRI Specialists, the VRI  
data management service applies to any field and crop type, using Valley  
and non-Valley center pivots – all for one low cost.

Growers now have access to powerful, agronomic tools that help precisely match application depths, via prescriptions, to 
soil type, topography, in-season imagery, and historical yields. 

Optimize irrigation on every acre by automatically adjusting water application depths site-specifically to account for field 
variability and real-time crop demands, therefore maximizing your crop yields and profit potential.

Valley
®  VRI Optimization
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See your local authorized Valley dealer for complete details.

The VRI optimization services characterize spatial 
water holding capacity variability, derived from electrical 
conductivity (EC) or electromagnetic (EM) survey data.  
 
As part of the service, this data is professionally 
processed and downloaded into the software by your  
VRI Specialist to prepare for field variability calculations, 
VRI prescription generation, and data analysis.

Depending on the degree of field variability and the  
cost-benefit of improved irrigation application control, 
a typical center pivot can be equipped for two different 
levels of VRI:

VRI Speed Control
An economical and reliable way to variably control the 
application depth in up to 180 different sectors (45 feet at 
the end of a typical 1/4 mile center pivot).  Based on the 
uploaded speed prescription, the center pivot speeds up 
or slows down to achieve the desired application depth 
along a sector. 

VRI Zone Control
For more challenging fields.  Based on the uploaded  
zone prescription, sprinkler control valves pulse on and 
off along any pivot zone to achieve the desired application 
depth within a management zone.  VRI Zone Control 
allows you to adjust the application depth in up to 5,400 
different management zones.

To learn more, visit your local authorized Valley dealer or go to www.VirtualAgronomist.com.

Precise Water Management

VRI Speed Control Rx VRI Zone Control RxEM/EC Data Layer

VRI Rx Compatible 
Center Pivot Controllers

VRI Speed Control VRI Zone Control

Valley Pro2 Control Panel P P

Valley Select2 Control Panel P
TrackerLT 
(for non-Valley center pivots) P

To sign up for the VRI Optimization service, contact your local Valley 
Dealer and follow these steps: 

1. Schedule an EM survey (if you do not already have Veris EC  
or EM data)

2. Review with your Valley Dealer your VRI equipment options
3. Provide to your VRI Specialist any historical yield data for 

professional processing and advanced analysis
4. Receive VRI prescriptions from your VRI Specialist
5. Wirelessly upload your prescriptions directly to your center pivot

VRI Rx Wireless Upload Tracker™ BaseStation2-SM

Valley Pro2 Control Panel P P

Valley Select2 Control Panel P P
TrackerLT 
(for non-Valley center pivots) P
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